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The Big Con: Great Hoaxes, Frauds, Grifts,
and Swindles in American History - Nate
Hendley 2016-09-06
This book examines a broad range of infamous
scams, cons, swindles, and hoaxes throughout
American history—and considers why human
gullibility continues in an age of easy access to
information. • Explores figures such as "Yellow
Kid" Weil, Charles Ponzi, Orson Welles, and
Frank Abagnale, among others • Provides
insight into human nature—gullibility being one
aspect of it—throughout the ages, addresses the
power of rumor and legend, and identifies the
social conditions that have allowed some scams
and hoaxes to flourish • Presents information
that can serve academic research projects as
well as fascinate and entertain general readers •
Features the original stories behind the
Hollywood movies The Sting, Catch Me If You
Can, Argo, and American Hustle
Corrupted Science - John Grant 2018-05-01
A searing exposé of the misuses and
misrepresentations of science from the time of
Galileo continuing through to the present day,
this new edition includes updates on the
asbestos industry, the chemicals industry, the
sugar industry, the agriculture industry (the
abuse of antibiotics), and the automobile
industry (lead in gasoline). The final chapter has
been expanded to include the full-blooded
assault on science mounted by the Trump
administration.
Frauds, Myths, and Mysteries - Kenneth L. Feder
1996
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The ancient rock art on the cover decorates the
walks of Indian Creek Canyon in Newspaper
Rock State Park, Utah, near Canyonlands
National Park. What could its symbols and
horned figures represent? Are they a Native
American observer's depiction of space-suited
extraterrestrials who once explored the
American continent? Or do the images reflect
the human imagination, blending, human and
animal elements into new mythical beings? Ken
Feder addresses questions such as these in this
entertaining and informative exploration of
fascinating frauds and genuine mysteries.
Through well-chosen examples, he demonstrates
what is - and what is not - the scientific method;
in the process, he clearly conveys why the
veritable past is as exciting and intriguing as the
fantasies concocted by the purveyors of
pseudoscience. New to this Edition: 25% more
illustrations, including side by side photographic
comparisons in Chapter 6, 8, and 9; additional
topics, including tabloid anthropology, the
deconstructionist challenge to science, tracing
the source of skeletal populations through
mitochondrial DNA analysis, the so-called Mars
face, the New Age use of Native American
beliefsand Native Americans' reactions, the Ice
Man, Chauvet Cave and our understanding of
cave painting, and more.
The Faith Healers - James Randi 1987
Looks at the history of faith healers, describes
tricks used to convince people of their
paranormal ablities, and explains how many
leading television evangelists victimize their
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believers
A Treasury of Deception - Michael Farquhar
2005-05-31
We may say that honesty is the best policy, but
history—to say nothing of business, politics, and
the media—suggests otherwise. In this infinitely
citable book, the author of two bestselling
treasuries of scandal recounts some of the
greatest deceptions of all time. With what forged
document did the Vatican lay claim to much of
Europe? Who wrote Hitler’s diaries? Why do
millions still believe the vague doggerel that
Nostradamus passed off as prophecy?
Organizing his material by theme (con artists,
the press, military trickery, scientific fraud,
imposters, great escapes, and more), Michael
Farquhar takes in everything from the
hoodwinking of Hitler to Vincent “the Chin”
Gigante’s thirty-year crazy act. A Treasury of
Deception is a zestful, gossipy exposé—and
celebration—of mendacity. A Treasury of
Deception also includes: Ten tricksters from
scripture Ten great liars in literature Ten
egregious examples of modern American
doublespeak Ten classic deceptions from Greek
mythology
Children of Lucifer - Ruben van Luijk 2016
Satanism adopts Satan, the Judeo-Christian
representative of evil, as an object of veneration.
This work explores the historical origins of this
extraordinary 'antireligion.'
The Magic World of the Amazing Randi James Randi 1989
Top magicians share a variety of magic tricks
featuring cards, money, mentalism, numbers,
dice, and string
The Truth about Uri Geller - James Randi
1982
A professional magician exposes mystics,
mediums, psychic surgeons, and others who
claim to possess supernatural or paranormal
powers, demonstrating how their feats are little
more than well-planned tricks that any
competent magician can duplicate
Encyclopedia of Cyber Warfare - Paul J. Springer
2017-07-07
This definitive reference resource on cyber
warfare covers all aspects of this headline topic,
providing historical context of cyber warfare and
an examination its rapid development into a
potent technological weapon of the 21st century.
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• Provides comprehensive coverage of the major
individuals, organizations, impacts, and issues
related to cyber warfare that enables readers to
better understanding of the impact of cyber
warfare on modern conflicts • Includes a
detailed chronology that documents the
evolution and use of cyber warfare over the past
few decades • Supplies further readings and a
lengthy bibliography that offer a wealth of
options to students conducting extensive
research on the subject
American Myths, Legends, and Tall Tales: An
Encyclopedia of American Folklore [3 volumes] Christopher R. Fee 2016-08-29
A fascinating survey of the entire history of tall
tales, folklore, and mythology in the United
States from earliest times to the present,
including stories and myths from the modern era
that have become an essential part of
contemporary popular culture. • Presents a
compelling mix of some 500 entries drawn from
traditional Native American and European
American culture as well as Mexican American,
African American, Chinese American, and other
national traditions • Includes numerous primary
documents that help readers to pinpoint and
understand the origins of different myths and
legends as well as how they evolve over time •
Features a wide variety of entries drawn from
newer traditions of science fiction, urban
legends, and conspiracy theories • Supplies
bibliographic references with each entry that
include websites for further reading and
research
The Sexy Anime Drawing Book - Melody Love
2020-06-22
If you have been looking for a book that will help
you learn how to draw color then you have found
the right book. This book is amazing for kids and
adults. It is the best way to have fun together
and at the same time to learn about the easier
ways to draw. Is it hard for you to get your
child's attention to draw and color? Have you
tried everything? Have you bought even
expensive sets and still nothing? It is not about
the type of colors and pencils he will use. It is
about the simplicity of the lesson. It needs to be
fun and at the same time easy to follow. That is
why the drawings in this book are accepted and
loved by many children in the world. Actually,
adults love them too. Every single step is shown
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for each drawing, even for the smallest one. But
also many drawing use just simple shapes that
when put together make wonderful art. Art skills
are important for every child. It helps in shaping
his imagination, helps with motor skills and
coordination. It is fun too.
Flim-Flam! - James Randi 2022-09-15
Forty years after the original publication of
James Randi's landmark book, Flim-Flam!
remains a classic, with insights that are still
relevant today - and perhaps even more so.
Psychic Blues - Mark Edward 2012-08-14
"Mark Edward is an equivocator, fibber, and
mountebank. Which begs the question: if a liar
admits to lying, can he be telling the truth? He is
a literate, informative, intellectual, a student of
the psychology of humans, a foe of those who
would defraud the public for personal gain, and
as an author and practicing psychic, he is first
and foremost an entertainer."—Joel Moskowitz,
International Brotherhood of Magicians Mark
Edward admits that for years he exploited
believers who wished to connect with
supernatural ideas and sad family members who
missed dead loved ones. Now Edward is a
magician who works the Haunted Castle in
Hollywood and is also on the editorial board of
Skeptic magazine, where he reveals the means
of psychic scamsters. This entertaining book is
at once a confessional and instructional
regarding human belief and those who exploit it.
Though Edward believes that most practitioners
of the psychic business are out-and-out scam
artists, he also counters the skeptic belief that
the supernatural is a lie. Both skeptic and
skeptical of skepticism, Mark Edward has
worked as a 900-number psychic, ghost hunter,
and Hollywood Magic Castle medium. He has
also worked vigorously to debunk psychic frauds
and currently works on the editorial board of
Skeptic magazine.
The "God" Part of the Brain - Matthew Alper
2008-09-01
Is Man the product of a God...or is "God" the
product of human evolution? From the dawn of
our species, every human culture-no matter how
isolated-has believed in some form of a spiritual
realm. According to author Matthew Alper, this
is no mere coincidence but rather due to the fact
that humans, as a species, are genetically
predisposed to believe in the universal concepts
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of a god, a soul and an afterlife. This instinct to
believe is the result of an evolutionary
adaptation-a coping mechanism-that emerged in
our species to help us survive our unique and
otherwise debilitating awareness of death.
Spiritual seekers and atheists alike will be
compelled and transformed by Matthew Alper's
classic study of science and religion. The 'God'
Part of the Brain has gained critical acclaim
from some of the world's leading scientists,
secular humanists, and theologians, and is as a
must read for anyone who has pondered the
question of God's existence, as well as the
meaning of our own. Praise for The "God" Part of
the Brain "This cult classic in many ways
parallels Rene Descartes' search for reliable and
certain knowledge...Drawing on such disciplines
as philosophy, psychology, and biology, Alper
argues that belief in a spiritual realm is an
evolutionary coping method that developed to
help humankind deal with the fear of
death...Highly recommended."— Library Journal
"I very much enjoyed the account of your
spiritual journey and believe it would make
excellent reading for every college student - the
resultant residence-hall debates would be the
best part of their education. It often occurs to
me that if, against all odds, there is a judgmental
God and heaven, it will come to pass that when
the pearly gates open, those who had the valor
to think for themselves will be escorted to the
head of the line, garlanded, and given their own
personal audience." — Edward O. Wilson, twotime Pulitzer Prize-Winner "This is an essential
book for those in search of a scientific
understanding of man's spiritual nature.
Matthew Alper navigates the reader through a
labyrinth of intriguing questions and then offers
undoubtedly clear answers that lead to a better
understanding of our objective reality." — Elena
Rusyn, MD, PhD; Gray Laboratory; Harvard
Medical School "What a wonderful book you
have written. It was not only brilliant and
provocative but also revolutionary in its
approach to spirituality as an inherited trait."—
Arnold Sadwin, MD, former chief of
Neuropsychiatry at the University of
Pennsylvania "A lively manifesto...For the
discipline's specific application to the matter at
hand, I've seen nothing that matches the fury of
The 'God' Part of the Brain, which perhaps
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explains why it's earned something of a cult
following." — Salon.com "All 6 billion plus
inhabitants of Earth should be in possession of
this book. Alper's tome should be placed in the
sacred writings' section of libraries, bookstores,
and dwellings throughout the world. Matthew
Alper is the new Galileo...Immensely
important...Defines in a clear and concise
manner what each of us already knew but were
afraid to admit and exclaim."— John Scoggins,
PhD "Vibrant ... vivacious. An entertaining and
provocative introduction to speculations
concerning the neural basis of spirituality."—
Free Inquiry Magazine
Houdini, His Life and Art - James Randi 1976
Discusses the life of master magician Harry
Houdini, his magic and escapes, and the times in
which he lived.
The Third Eye - Tuesday Lobsang Rampa 2019
The story of Tibet at the turn of the century as
seen through the eyes of a boy.T. Lobsang
Rampa was preordained to be a Tibetan priest, a
sign from the stars that could not be ignored.
When he left his wealthy home to enter the
monastery, his heart was filled with trepidation,
with only a slight knowledge of the rigorous
spiritual training and physical ordeal that
awaited him...This is his story, a hauntingly
beautiful and deeply inspiring journey of
awakening within Chakpori Lamasery, the
temple of Tibetan medicine. It is a moving tale of
passage through the mystic arts of astral
projection, crystal gazing, aura deciphering,
meditation, and more, a spiritual guide of
enlightenment and discovery through the
opening of the all-powerful, the all-knowing...
Hoax - Edward Steers 2013-04-01
Did a collector with a knack for making
sensational discoveries really find the first
document ever printed in America? Did Adolf
Hitler actually pen a revealing multivolume set
of diaries? Has Jesus of Nazareth's burial cloth
survived the ages? Can the shocking true
account of Abraham Lincoln's assassination be
found in lost pages from his murderer's diary?
Napoleon famously observed that "history is a
set of lies agreed upon," and Edward Steers Jr.
investigates six of the most amazing frauds ever
to gain wide acceptance in this engrossing book.
Hoax examines the legitimacy of the Shroud of
Turin, perhaps the most hotly debated relic in all
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of Christianity, and the fossils purported to
confirm humanity's "missing link," the Piltdown
Man. Steers also discusses two remarkable
forgeries, the Hitler diaries and the "Oath of a
Freeman," and famous conspiracy theories
alleging that Franklin D. Roosevelt had prior
knowledge of the planned attack on Pearl
Harbor and that the details of Lincoln's
assassination are recorded in missing pages
from John Wilkes Booth's journal. The
controversies that Steers presents show that
there are two major factors involved in the
success of a hoax or forgery -- greed and the
desire to believe. Though all of the counterfeits
and conspiracies featured in Hoax have been
scientifically debunked, some remain fixed in
many people's minds as truth. As Steers points
out, the success of these frauds highlights a
disturbing fact: If true history fails to entertain
the public, it is likely to be ignored or forgotten.
Bad Astronomy - Philip C. Plait 2002-10-08
Advance praise for Philip Plait s Bad Astronomy
"Bad Astronomy is just plain good! Philip Plait
clears up everymisconception on astronomy and
space you never knew you sufferedfrom." -Stephen Maran, Author of Astronomy for
Dummies and editorof The Astronomy and
Astrophysics Encyclopedia "Thank the cosmos
for the bundle of star stuff named Philip
Plait,who is the world s leading consumer
advocate for quality science inspace and on
Earth. This important contribution to science
willrest firmly on my reference library shelf,
ready for easy accessthe next time an astrologer
calls." --Dr. Michael Shermer,Publisher of
Skeptic magazine, monthly columnist for
ScientificAmerican, and author of The
Borderlands of Science "Philip Plait has given us
a readable, erudite, informative,useful, and
entertaining book. Bad Astronomy is Good
Science. Verygood science..." --James "The
Amazing" Randi, President, JamesRandi
Educational Foundation, and author of An
Encyclopedia ofClaims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of
the Occult and Supernatural "Bad Astronomy is
a fun read. Plait is wonderfully witty
andeducational as he debunks the myths,
legends, and 'conspiraciesthat abound in our
society. 'The Truth Is Out There' and it's inthis
book. I loved it!" --Mike Mullane, Space Shuttle
astronaut andauthor of Do Your Ears Pop in
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Space?
The Encyclopedia of Misinformation - Rex
Sorgatz 2018-03-27
“In an era of ‘alternative facts,’ Rex Sorgatz’s
The Encyclopedia of Misinformation helps put
things in perspective.” —Fast Company This
compendium of misinformation, deception, and
self-delusion throughout history examines fakery
in the context of science and advertising, humor
and law, sports and video games, and beyond.
Entries span eclectic topics: Artificial
Intelligence, Auto-Tune, Chilean Sea Bass,
Clickbait, Cognitive Dissonance, Cryptids, False
Flag Operations, Gaslighting, Gerrymandering,
Kayfabe, Laugh Tracks, Milli Vanilli, P.T.
Barnum, Photoshopping, Potemkin Villages,
Ponzi Schemes, Rachel Dolezal, Strategery,
Truthiness, and the Uncanny Valley. From A to
Z, this is the definitive guide to how we are
tricked, and how we trick ourselves. “Occasional
salty language and pop-culture references make
this compendium of 300 short entries a
delightful mix of high- and lowbrow.” —Booklist
Conjuring - James Randi 1993-10-15
Provides the history of magic and discusses the
exploits of some of the world's most notorious
magicians
Test Your ESP Potential - James Randi 1982
The Truth about Uri Geller - James Randi
1982
There is more to Uri Geller than his countless
"miracles" - and James (The Amazing) Randi tells
all in this fascinating examination of the Geller
myth. - What really makes Geller run? - Why
have scientists reported on all Geller's
"successful" psychic tests and ignored his many
failures? - Why will Uri perform almost
anywhere, anytime, except in front of
professional magicians? - Can Geller actually
bend spoons, keys and nails with his "psychic"
powers? - Why do people around the world
continue to believe Geller has magic powers,
when his tricks have been exposed many times?
In an eye-opening exposé, Randi provides a
devastating blow to Geller and the
pseudoscience of parapsychology.
The Mask of Nostradamus - James Randi 1993
A comprehensive critical biography of the
legendary sixteenth-century astrologer examines
the allure of the man and his ideas and clarifies
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his many famous predictions, such as Hitler's
reign of terror and Watergate
Flim Flam! - James Randi 1980-01-01
The Encyclopedia of the Paranormal Gordon Stein 1996
Articles deal with parapsychology, the Bermuda
Triangle, near-death experiences, ghost, haunted
houses, and more
The Big Book of Hoaxes - Carl Sifakis 1996
Provides comic strip profiles and stories of
hoaxes, including media hoaxes, scientific
hoaxes, imposters, pranksters, and scams.
The Skeptic's Dictionary - Robert Carroll
2004-04-28
A wealth of evidence for doubters and
disbelievers "Whether it's the latest shark
cartilage scam, or some new 'repressed memory'
idiocy that besets you, I suggest you carry a
copy of this dictionary at all times, or at least
have it within reach as first aid for psychic
attacks. We need all the help we can get." -James
Randi, President, James Randi Educational
Foundation, randi.org "From alternative
medicine, aliens, and psychics to the farthest
shores of science and beyond, Robert Carroll
presents a fascinating look at some of
humanity's most strange and wonderful ideas.
Refreshing and witty, both believers and
unbelievers will find this compendium complete
and captivating. Buy this book and feed your
head!" -Clifford Pickover, author of The Stars of
Heaven and Dreaming the Future "A refreshing
compendium of clear thinking, a welcome and
potent antidote to the reams of books on the
supernatural and pseudoscientific." -John Allen
Paulos, author of Innumeracy and A
Mathematician Reads the Newspaper "This book
covers an amazing range of topics and can
protect many people from being scammed." Stephen Barrett, M.D., quackwatch.org
Featuring close to 400 definitions, arguments,
and essays on topics ranging from acupuncture
to zombies, The Skeptic's Dictionary is a lively,
commonsense trove of detailed information on
all things supernatural, occult, paranormal, and
pseudoscientific. It covers such categories as
alternative medicine; cryptozoology;
extraterrestrials and UFOs; frauds and hoaxes;
junk science; logic and perception; New Age
energy; and the psychic. For the open-minded
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seeker, the soft or hardened skeptic, and the
believing doubter, this book offers a remarkable
range of information that puts to the test the
best arguments of true believers.
The Ghost of Greenwich Village - Lorna
Graham 2011-06-28
In this charming fiction debut, a young woman
moves to Manhattan in search of romance and
excitement—only to find that her apartment is
haunted by the ghost of a cantankerous Beat
Generation writer in need of a rather huge favor.
For Eve Weldon, moving to Greenwich Village is
a dream come true. She’s following in the
bohemian footsteps of her mother, who lived
there during the early sixties among a lively
community of Beat artists and writers. But when
Eve arrives, the only scribe she meets is a
grumpy ghost named Donald, and the only
writing she manages to do is for chirpy segments
on a morning news program, Smell the Coffee.
The hypercompetitive network environment is a
far cry from the genial camaraderie of her
mother’s literary scene, and Eve begins to
wonder if the world she sought has faded from
existence. But as she struggles to balance her
new job, demands from Donald to help him
complete his life’s work, a budding friendship
with a legendary fashion designer, and a search
for clues to her mother’s past, Eve begins to
realize that community comes in many
forms—and that the true magic of the Village is
very much alive, though it may reveal itself in
surprising ways.
Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes James Randi 1997-03-15
Covers illusions, psychics, mystics, clairvoyants,
and frauds
The End and the Beginning - Hermynia Zur
Mühlen 2010
First published in Germany in 1929, The End
and the Beginning is a lively personal memoir of
a vanished world and of a rebellious, highspirited young woman's struggle to achieve
independence. Born in 1883 into a distinguished
and wealthy aristocratic family of the old AustroHungarian Empire, Hermynia Zur Muhlen spent
much of her childhood travelling in Europe and
North Africa with her diplomat father. After five
years on her German husband's estate in czarist
Russia she broke with both her family and her
husband and set out on a precarious career as a
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professional writer committed to socialism.
Besides translating many leading contemporary
authors, notably Upton Sinclair, into German,
she herself published an impressive number of
politically engaged novels, detective stories,
short stories, and children's fairy tales. Because
of her outspoken opposition to National
Socialism, she had to flee her native Austria in
1938 and seek refuge in England, where she
died, virtually penniless, in 1951. This revised
and corrected translation of Zur Muhlen's
memoir - with extensive notes and an essay on
the author by Lionel Gossman - will appeal
especially to readers interested in women's
history, the Central European aristocratic world
that came to an end with the First World War,
and the culture and politics of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Encyclopedia of Sacred Theology - Abraham
Kuyper 1898
An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes
of the Occult and Supernatural - James Randi
1995
An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and
Hoaxes of the Occult and Supernatural James Randi 1995
Six hundred and sixty-six entries, along with
hundreds of illustrations, on such topics as the
Abominable Snowman, astrologer Jeane Dixon,
and the monster of Loch Ness expose the cranks,
charlatans, and myths of past and present.
Conspiracies and Conspiracy Theories in
American History [2 volumes] - Christopher
R. Fee 2019-05-31
This up-to-date introduction to the complex
world of conspiracies and conspiracy theories
provides insight into why millions of people are
so ready to believe the worst about our political,
legal, religious, and financial institutions. •
Provides an in-depth, easy-to-access account of
conspirators and secret organizations behind
key plots to control American legal, political, and
financial systems • Presents the history of key
American conspiracy theories, taking a longer
view of how current conspiracy thinking
developed over generations • Explains the
similarities and differences among conspiracy
theories held by people on the far right and far
left of the political spectrum • Explores the
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cultural significance of widespread, popular
reactions to advances in science, technology,
and medicine, as well as the public's skepticism
about highly trained professionals and their
expert knowledge • Offers an up-to-date survey
of popular conspiracy theories regarding
celebrity deaths and the popular distrust of the
American media and police investigations •
Details the importance of the internet and social
media in organizing conspiratorial movements
and spreading conspiracy theories
An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and
Hoaxes of the Occult and Supernatural James Randi 1995
An encyclopedia of the occult and supernatural,
covering such topics as astrology, the Bermuda
Triangle, crystal power, the Shaman, and tarot
cards.
Shapes in Math, Science and Nature Catherine Sheldrick Ross 2014-04-01
The three most basic shapes -- squares, triangles
and circles -- are all around us, from the natural
world to the one we've engineered. Full of
fascinating facts about these shapes and their
3D counterparts, Shapes in Math, Science and
Nature introduces young readers to the basics of
geometry and reveals its applications at home,
school and everywhere in between. Puzzles and
activities add to the fun factor.
Hoax: A History of Deception - Ian Tattersall
2018-03-20
An entertaining collection of the most audacious
and underhanded deceptions in the history of
mankind, from sacred relics to financial schemes
to fake art, music, and identities. World history
is littered with tall tales and those who have
fallen for them. Ian Tattersall, a curator
emeritus at the American Museum of Natural
History, has teamed up with Peter Névraumont
to tell this anti-history of the world, in which
Michelangelo fakes a masterpiece; Arctic
explorers seek an entrance into a hollow Earth; a
Shakespeare tragedy is "rediscovered"; a
financial scheme inspires Charles Ponzi; a spirit
photographer snaps Abraham Lincoln's ghost;
people can survive ingesting only air and
sunshine; Edgar Allen Poe is the forefather of
fake news; and the first human was not only
British but played cricket. Told chronologically,
HOAX begins with the first documented
announcement of the end of the world in 2800
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BC and winds its way through controversial tales
such as the Loch Ness Monster and the Shroud
of Turin, past proven fakes such as the Thomas
Jefferson's ancient wine and the Davenport
Tablets built by a lost race, and explores baldfaced lies in the worlds of art, science, literature,
journalism, and finance.
Fakers - H. P. Wood 2018-10-02
From the Trojan horse to fake news, scams have
run rampant throughout history and across the
globe. Some con artists do it for fun, others for
profit. . . and every once in a while, a faker saves
the world. In this era of daily online hoaxes, it's
easy to be caught off-guard. Fakers arms kids
with information, introducing them to the
funniest, weirdest, and most influential cons and
scams in human history. Profiles of con artists
will get readers thinking about motivation and
consequence, and practical tips will help protect
them from falsehoods. If it sounds too good to be
true, it probably is--except in the case of this
book!
Why People Believe Weird Things - Michael
Shermer 2002-09-01
Revised and Expanded Edition. In this age of
supposed scientific enlightenment, many people
still believe in mind reading, past-life regression
theory, New Age hokum, and alien abduction. A
no-holds-barred assault on popular superstitions
and prejudices, with more than 80,000 copies in
print, Why People Believe Weird Things debunks
these nonsensical claims and explores the very
human reasons people find otherworldly
phenomena, conspiracy theories, and cults so
appealing. In an entirely new chapter, "Why
Smart People Believe in Weird Things," Michael
Shermer takes on science luminaries like
physicist Frank Tippler and others, who hide
their spiritual beliefs behind the trappings of
science. Shermer, science historian and true
crusader, also reveals the more dangerous side
of such illogical thinking, including Holocaust
denial, the recovered-memory movement, the
satanic ritual abuse scare, and other modern
crazes. Why People Believe Strange Things is an
eye-opening resource for the most gullible
among us and those who want to protect them.
The Bigfoot Book - Nick Redfern 2015-08-17
Does a hulking, hairy, 800-pound, nine-foot-tall,
elusive primate roam the woods and forests
throughout North America—and the world?
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What should we make of the grainy videos and
photos and the thousands of eyewitness reports?
Audio-recordings exist purporting to be the
creatures’ eerie chatter and bone-chilling
screaming. Whether called Sasquatch, Yeti,
Bigfoot, or something else, bipedal primates
appear in folklore, legends, and eyewitness
accounts in every state of the union and many
places around the world. The fascination with
the man-beast is stronger than ever in today’s
pop culture. Exploring the history, movies, and
literature, the conspiracy theorizing, and the
world of the supernatural, The Encyclopedia of
Sasquatch, Yeti and Cryptid Primates is a
comprehensive resource to the man-beast. With
nearly 200 entries and 120 photographs,
drawings, and illustrations, it is the definitive
guide to understanding, hunting, and avoiding
the brute, as well as discovering the facts behind
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the sightings and horrifying tales. It covers 400
years of folklore, mythology, history, and pop
culture, including Native American lore, the
“wild men” reports in the pages of 19th centuryera American newspapers, Florida's Myakka
Skunk Ape, Australia's Yowie, China's Yeren,
Himalayas’ Yeti, Russian expeditions, Harry and
the Hendersons, Exists and the countless movies
titled Bigfoot, as well as specials on the
television shows Animal Planet, Discovery
Channel and National Geographic Channel,
scientific reports and findings, and much, much
more. Various documentaries and reality
television shows have all superficially tackled
the subject, but Nick Redfern presents a truly
encyclopedic look at cryptid primates. It is a
richly researched reference, overflowing with
fascinating information to make readers
think—and reconsider their next camping trip.
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